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SEC endorses investor view of Elon Musk’s indispensable
role at Tesla

Feedback

Regulator’s chief says CEO may be ‘important to future success’ of the electric car maker

Jay Clayton, the chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission, said the settlement reached with Elon Musk was in 'the best
interests of our markets and our investors, including the shareholders of Tesla' © Reuters

Kadhim Shubber in Washington 6 HOURS AGO
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Tesla fans have long seen Elon Musk as indispensable to the success of the lossmaking
electric car maker. On Saturday, Jay Clayton, the chairman of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, seemed to endorse that view.
The US regulator announced settlements with Tesla and its chief executive last weekend
over his August 7 tweet that he had secured funding to take the company private at
$420 a share. Mr Clayton took the unusual step of issuing a statement on the case,
which has been a high-profile test of the agency under President Donald Trump.
“It often is the case that the interests of ordinary shareholders — who had no
involvement in the misconduct — are intertwined with the interests of offending
officials and the company,” said Mr Clayton in the statement. He added that “the skills
and support of certain individuals may be important to the future success of a
company”.
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The comments reflect the SEC’s approach to enforcement under Mr Clayton, a former
mergers and acquisitions lawyer who has put investors front and centre since his
appointment by Mr Trump last year. They also open the door for other high-profile
executives and their lawyers to argue that harsh penalties on them would simply punish
shareholders.
“It does create a hook on which to hang one’s hat when making that argument,” said
Doug Davison, a partner at Linklaters who previously served as counsel to former SEC
chairman Arthur Levitt.
The SEC’s deals with Mr Musk and Tesla
I don’t see an actual meaningful
penalty on Mr Musk

followed an unusually fast inquiry by the

Dennis Kelleher, president of Better Markets

investigate and resolve matters. It requires

agency, which can often take years to
Mr Musk to step down as chairman for at
least three years as part of a range of

reforms designed to improve corporate governance at the company.
Two new independent directors will be appointed to Tesla’s board, which has come
under criticism for failing to rein in Mr Musk. The company will also have to oversee the
chief executive’s tweeting. Mr Musk and Tesla will pay a total of $40m in penalties.
Stephanie Avakian, co-director of the SEC’s enforcement division, emphasised in the
announcement on Saturday that the remedies were tailored to “address the misconduct
at issue” in Mr Musk’s case.
But the SEC stopped short of its demand in a lawsuit filed Thursday to ban Mr Musk
from acting as an executive of any public company. The lawsuit followed the Tesla
CEO’s last-minute withdrawal from a previous settlement that would have only required
$20m in total penalties and a two-year chairman ban for Mr Musk.
“The SEC acted quickly and required governance changes and they deserve credit for
that,” said Dennis Kelleher, the president of Better Markets, a non-profit organisation
that advocates for tougher regulation of Wall Street. However, he added, “I don’t see an
actual meaningful penalty on Mr Musk.”
Mr Clayton said in his statement that he supported both the lawsuit and the eventual
settlements, arguing that it was in “the best interests of our markets and our investors,
including the shareholders of Tesla”. On Friday, analysts at JPMorgan warned that
investor confidence in Tesla would plummet without the “perceived ‘magic’ and
‘mystique’ and Elon Musk”. On Monday, Tesla shares jumped 17 per cent following the
SEC deal.
John Reed Stark, who previously headed the SEC’s office of internet enforcement and
now runs a consulting firm, called the agency’s settlements a “smart and reasonable”
way to balance the competing interests in the case. Mr Musk is “the heart and soul of
that company,” he said. “To kick him out, even though his conduct was egregious, could
really hurt the company.”
The settlements typify SEC enforcement under the Trump administration. The number
of cases brought by the agency has fallen as the regulator has moved away from the
“bold and unrelenting” enforcement of Mary Jo White, the former prosecutor who
chaired the commission from 2013 to 2017.
Under Mr Clayton, the SEC has reduced
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penalties levied on companies, arguing that
they simply punish shareholders, while shifting
its focus to frauds that target ordinary
investors, such as Ponzi schemes and
cryptocurrency scams.
Defence attorneys said Mr Musk’s treatment
Analysis Automobiles
Elon Musk’s wings are clipped but critics expect
little change

would encourage other executives to portray
themselves as critical to their company’s
success and their investors’ wealth when
investigated by the SEC.

“These are high-profile and creative settlements, so you can be sure that future
executives under SEC scrutiny will seize on them and Chair Clayton’s statement to try to
argue for less draconian enforcement remedies,” said Matthew Solomon, a partner at
law firm Cleary Gottlieb and the SEC’s former chief litigation counsel.
“They’re going to be hearing how unique and important defendants are a lot” in the
years to come, said another former SEC official.
Mr Musk, meanwhile, has continued tweeting. On Monday morning, he posted a
winking emoji along with a link to “O.P.P”, the 1991 song by hip-hop group Naughty by
Nature.
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Good to see our overlords getting legal leway.
Good meaning bad, of course.
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One problem here for the SEC is that the losers from Musk's Tweet were short sellers - to the tune of $2 billion.
Short sellers are almost universally disliked - even though (imho) they perform a valuable service in countering
the hype that surrounds certain companies of which Tesla is a prime example. The SEC might have taken a
diﬀerent view if the losers had been retail investors, pension funds etc ie the long side, buy-and-hold majority.
Though I assume Musk is not out of trouble. If the shorts sue to recover their $2 billion (as I assume they will) and
they are successful, that will make a dent in even Musk's wallet.
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Boo hoo for the short sellers who have the right to make up false stories and publish fictitious reports to
bring a stock down. High time the SEC looked at those practices.
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If someone running a small company committed securities fraud they would not receive special treatment like this.
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Elon has moved the progress of the human race forward in terms of energy, transport and space travel. Doing this
kind of excellent work will get you a lot of angry haters in the comment section of the FT.
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@XRaider Hilarious nonsense from a PR flack or foolish true believer. As the saying goes, likely harking back
millennia, the graveyards are full of once "indispensable people".
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Agreed, far more will be returned to shareholders with Musk at the helm of Tesla (and SpaceX) than dispatched to
the bilge.
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Last paragraph: "O.P.P." is the song, Naughty by Nature is the artist.
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@Tokyoturtle Thank you. That has been corrected.
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'Naughty' eh? Sure insider trading and related misdemeanors are OK for 'bad boys'.
Wonder how options traders who lost money feel about that...
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Doesn't this comment mean that violators will not be prosecuted or removed from their management position as
long as he or she, and/or shareholders, agree to pay fine? This further evidence of the impotence of regulators.
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